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The government has become 
a machine. 

Ombudsman Reinier van 
Zutphen: The government 
built systems that are not 
doing the right thing. 
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Technology is not a higher power, not a deity, nor is it something 
that arises by itself. Technologies are cultural artifacts.  

Technology is people work. We design technology and 
technology reflects our cultural and political values.  

It matters what choices are made when developing technology 
and who is behind the drawing board.

Marleen Stikker in The internet is broken (2018)



Who are involved in the process from law to execution?
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The dark patterns  
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Jasper van Kuijk, TUDelft
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SNN and local government

an online form

high expectations, long waiting lines and anxiety

a subsidy of 10.000€ with a few conditions

budget shortening

announcement of more gas extraction

no time for testing

policy and execution didn’t cooperate well

bad project management

too much pressure

first come first serve

bad ux







The world is exactly as we designed it. Fucked. 

Mike Monteiro in Ruined by design, How designers destroyed the world and what we can do to fix it (2019)
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